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Current Radar, Satellite, and Lightning

Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

Fresh to strong east-southeasterly breeze conditions will steadily work their way into the central Gulf over the course of the 
day. Likewise, seas will gradually turn moderate to rough especially within central deepwater blocks  heading into the 
afternoon and evening. A large influx of moisture along the northeast side of a strong tropical wave will also promote 
increasing showers and thunderstorms. The stronger storms of the day may produce gusts in excess of 40 knots given that the 
ambient wind field will already be elevated. By Thursday winds, seas, and storm coverage will continue to rise from Keathley 
Canyon and Vermilion Area westward in response to deepening low pressure heading for the mid-Texas coast. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

By Friday morning, the deepening low pressure area off the lower to mid-Texas coast may very well be a tropical depression 
or tropical storm as upper level atmospheric conditions become more favorable. Sustained winds near and east of Brownsville 
and Corpus Christi are likely to exceed gale force with higher gusts. Seas off the lower Texas coast may range between rough 
and very rough. Numerous thunderstorms may extend as far north and east as the TX/LA line throughout the day. Vastly 
improved sea state conditions are likely Saturday though Tuesday as low pressure exits the region. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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